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Elements of Adaptive Testing (Statistics for Social and Behavioral Sciences)Springer, 2010

	The arrival of the computer in educational and psychological testing has led to the current popularity of adaptive testing---a testing format in which the computer uses statistical information about the test items to automatically adapt their selection to a real-time update of the test taker’s ability estimate. This book covers such key...
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A Numerical Library in Java for Scientists and EngineersCRC Press, 2003

	At last researchers have an inexpensive library of Java-based numeric procedures for use in scientific computation. The first and only book of its kind, A Numeric Library in Java for Scientists and Engineers is a translation into Java of the library NUMAL (NUMerical procedures in ALgol 60).

	

	This groundbreaking text presents...
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Principles of CMOS VLSI Design (VLSI systems series)Addison Wesley, 1985
With this updated text, Weste conveys an understanding of CMOS technology, circuit design, layout, and system design sufficient to feel confident with the technology. The book deals the technology down to the layout level of detail, thereby providing a bridge from a circuit to a form that may be fabricated. The early chapters provide a circuit view...
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Data Assimilation for Atmospheric, Oceanic and Hydrologic ApplicationsSpringer, 2009
This book presents the most recent achievements in data assimilation in Geosciences, especially in regards to meteorology, oceanography and hydrology. It spans both theoretical and applied aspects with various methodologies including variational, Kalman filter, maximum likelihood ensemble filter and other ensemble methods. Besides data...
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Fuzzy Reasoning in Information, Decision and Control Systems (Intelligent Systems, Control and Automation: Science and Engineering)Springer, 1994
This book is devoted to the study of fuzzy reasoning as applied  to decision making and control processes. It contains a collection of  important contributions covering a wide well-selected range of topics  within the field. 
  The book contains twenty-one papers, written by thirty-four  distinguished contributors and is divided into five...
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Refactoring to AgilityAddison Wesley, 2006
Agile methodologies, such as XP, Scrum, Crystal, and Lean Software Development enable development organizations to deliver higher-quality software far more rapidly. However, for the "non-agile" development organization, transitioning to agility is an enormous leap, requiring radically new skills and presenting profound...
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Data Assimilation for Atmospheric, Oceanic and Hydrologic Applications (Vol. II)Springer, 2013

	This book contains the most recent progress in data assimilation in meteorology, oceanography and hydrology including land surface. It spans both theoretical and applicative aspects with various methodologies such as variational, Kalman filter, ensemble, Monte Carlo and artificial intelligence methods. Besides data assimilation, other...
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High-Dimensional Covariance Estimation: With High-Dimensional DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Methods for estimating sparse and large covariance matrices


	Covariance and correlation matrices play fundamental roles in every aspect of the analysis of multivariate data collected from a variety of fields including business and economics, health care, engineering, and environmental and physical sciences....
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Fast Reliable Algorithms for Matrices with Structure (Advances in Design and Control)SIAM, 1987
This book is the first to pay special attention to the combined issues of speed and numerical reliability in algorithm development. These two requirements have often been regarded as competitive, so much so that the design of fast and numerically reliable algorithms for large-scale structured systems of linear equations, in many cases, remains a...
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Introduction to Electrical Power Systems (IEEE Press Series on Power Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Adapted from an updated version of the author's classic Electric Power System Design and Analysis, with new material designed for the undergraduate student and professionals new to Power Engineering. The growing importance of renewable energy sources, control methods and mechanisms, and system restoration has created a need for a concise,...
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GIS Applications in Agriculture, Volume Two: Nutrient Management for Energy EfficiencyCRC Press, 2011

	We are entering a new era in production agronomics. Agricultural scientists the world over call for the development of techniques that simultaneously increase soil carbon storage and reduce agriculture’s energy use. In response, site-specific or precision agriculture has become the focus and direction for the three motivating forces...
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Simulating Fuzzy SystemsSpringer, 2005
Simulating Fuzzy Systems demonstrates how many systems naturally become fuzzy systems and shows how regular (crisp) simulation can be used to estimate the alpha-cuts of the fuzzy numbers used to analyze the behavior of the fuzzy system. This monograph presents a concise introduction to fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic, fuzzy estimation,...
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